Improvement of Mechanical Properties of 20CrMnTi Steel through Microstructure Modification
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Abstract: Microstructure modification is an effective approach to improve the mechanical properties of materials. In the present study, expanded graphite (EG) was added in a 20CrMnTi matrix to form pearlite microstructure and proeutectoid cementite after sintering. Mechanical alloying was used to obtain a fine milled mixture with a ball/powder weight ratio of 20:1. After mechanical alloying for 10 h, the milled mixtures with different EG contents were pressurelessly sintered at 1250 °C for 10 min and then hot-pressed at 1150 °C under 30 MPa for 30 min in Ar to obtain dense and modified 20CrMnTi materials. The content of EG has a profound influence on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 20CrMnTi. A high tensile strength of 1088 MPa and a high Vickers hardness of 4.7 GPa were achieved in the 1% EG-modified 20CrMnTi, which were increased by 105% and 28%, respectively, compared with the pure dense 20CrMnTi. The formed fine pearlite and small proeutectoid cementite in the modified microstructure contributed to the improved mechanical properties of 20CrMnTi.
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1. Introduction

20CrMnTi steel has high strength, good plasticity and toughness, and good processing performance. Thus far, it has been widely used in aviation, aerospace, automobile, metalurgy, building materials, and other fields [1–3]. The service life and operation reliability of 20CrMnTi-made mechanical components require good mechanical properties and wear resistance when used in low speed and heavy load conditions. For example, automotive gears require 20CrMnTi with high hardness and good wear resistance.

To improve wear resistance, one strategy is to form hard layers on the surface of 20CrMnTi steel, and the other is to add solid lubricants in the 20CrMnTi matrix. Hard surface layers with different thickness have been achieved by processing technologies such as quenching, carburizing, shot peening, and laser surface modification with ceramic particle addition [3–8]. The above approaches have effectively improved the hardness and wear resistance of 20CrMnTi steel. However, the hard surface layers are limited to resisting deformation and crack generation during contact fatigue wear.

20CrMnTi composites incorporated with solid lubricants such as graphene, MoO3, SnAgCu, and silver exhibited excellent friction and wear behavior due to the formation of lubrication films [2,7,9]. However, some major issues should be considered during the preparation of such composites: First, graphene and silver lubricants are relatively expensive. From an industrial point of view, the preparation of low-cost 20CrMnTi-based components is desirable. Second, reactions between lubricants and matrix lead to the loss
of lubricating effects, i.e., reactions of graphene with Fe and other metal elements induce the formation of carbides. Finally, the wettability of lubricants with metal matrix is a key influence factor on whether strong bonding interfaces form in composites.

Thus far, microstructure modification has been demonstrated to be an effective approach to improve properties of steels [10–16]. For example, a gradient coating microstructure was achieved on 20CrMnTi alloy steel by laser cladding, which endows the steel with remarkably enhanced hardness. The microhardness of the gradient coating is about three times that of the 20CrMnTi substrate, even higher than 20CrMnTi hardened by carburizing and quenching [10]. A modified microstructure with a super fine martensite and less residual austenite was formed in 20CrMnTi steel by the incorporation of RE after carburizing at 880 °C, and this leads to a remarkable increase in microhardness [11]. Zheng and coworkers [12] studied the relationship between microstructure and yield strength and reported that the hypereutectoid steel with ultra-fine ferrite and cementite particles has a yield strength of 661 MPa that is higher than 638 MPa for eutectoid steel with the same ferrite and cementite particle size. Hence, in the present study, the addition of graphite in 20CrMnTi is employed to modify its microstructure after sintering and correspondingly to improve mechanical properties. The added graphite may react with metal elements in the matrix to in situ form hard carbide particles. According to the Fe-C phase diagram, such a modified microstructure expectedly comprised pearlite microstructure and proeutectoid cementite (Fe3C) as carbon content exceeds 0.76 wt% C.

Considering the great difference in density between graphite and 20CrMnTi powders, we used mechanical alloying to homogeneously disperse graphite in milled mixtures. Mechanical alloying is one of the most attractive methods to fabricate nanostructured powders with homogeneous mixing [17–19]. It is also expected that the milled mixtures contain nanosized crystallites and have active sintering abilities.

The main purposes of the present study are to prepare homogeneous mixtures of graphite and 20CrMnTi through mechanical alloying and to obtain modified 20CrMnTi materials after hot pressing. The tensile strength and hardness of the modified 20CrMnTi materials were investigated, and the microstructure and phase composition were characterized.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Preparation

Expanded graphite (EG) and Gas-atomized 20CrMnTi powders, containing 0.19 wt% C, 0.68 wt% Cr, 0.88 wt% Mn, 0.03 wt% Ti, 0.2 wt% Si, and Fe that are balanced, were used as starting materials. The EG powder with weight fractions of 0.3 wt%, 1 wt%, and 2 wt% was milled with the 20CrMnTi powder.

Traditional mixing approaches cannot obtain a homogenous mixture due to the density difference between EG (packing density: 0.002–0.005 g/cm³) and 20CrMnTi (density: 7.8 g/cm³). In the present study, mechanical alloying was carried out in a QM-1SP4 planetary ball mill using stainless steel jars and balls. The weight ratio of ball/powder was 20: 1. The jars were evacuated to a pressure of ~10⁻² Pa. The EG/20CrMnTi mixtures were milled at 400 rpm for 2, 4, 8, and 10 h. To avoid excessive heating during milling, each 1 h session of milling was followed by 20 min of cooling in air. A small amount of the milled powder was taken from the jars after selected milling times for characterization with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Our DSC test showed that a liquid phase appears at about 1160 °C. Therefore, a two-step sintering approach was adopted to obtain dense materials. The milled EG-20CrMnTi mixtures were firstly pressurelessly sintered at 1250 °C for only 10 min to accelerate atomic diffusion in a liquid condition, and then they were hot-pressed at 1150 °C under 30 MPa for 30 min in Ar to avoid the loss of liquid and to further densify the modified materials. According to the contents of EG (0.3 wt%, 1 wt%, and 2 wt%) in the mixtures, the final prepared samples were denoted as 0.3%EG-, 1%EG-, and 2%EG-modified 20CrMnTi, respectively. For comparison, a pure and dense 20CrMnTi material was also prepared under the same sintering conditions as for the modified 20CrMnTi materials.
2.2. Property Measurement

The tensile strength was measured in a WDW-100E test machine according to the standard of GB/T6569-2006. The tensile speed was 0.2 mm/min. An average tensile strength value was derived from at least three samples.

Vickers hardness was measured in a TH700 hardness tester. Hardness indentations were operated at a load of 20 kg and a dwell time of 15 s. Six measurements in different areas were taken under the same load to obtain an average value of hardness.

2.3. Characterization

The phase compositions of the prepared materials were identified by a D/Max 2200 PC X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) that applied monochromatic Cu Kα radiation. The polished surface of samples before test and the fractured surface after tensile test were observed with a ZEISS EVO 18 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss SMT, Dresden, Germany) equipped with an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS, X-Max50, Bruker, Berlin, Germany). The accelerating voltage for the EDS measurement was 20 kV.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the morphologies of starting powders and milled powders. The gas-atomized 20CrMnTi particles are spherical and less than 45 µm in size (Figure 1a), and the expanded graphite (EG) has a typical loose and porous network structure with graphite thin flakes interlacing with each other (Figure 1b). After ball milling the 1 wt.%EG-20CrMnTi mixture for 2 h, the spherical shape of metal powders transformed into a flake shape caused by heavy plastic deformation under the severe impact of grinding balls (Figure 1c). The EG particles may be embedded into the deformed particles. With milling times up to 10 h, the morphology of particles experienced shape changes from being a flake to being spheroidal in shape. These aggregate particles are small and are less than 20 µm in size (Figure 1d). EDS mapping results show the homogeneous distributions of Fe, Cr, Mn, and Ti elements, together with the signal of C (Figure 1e). The above results indicate that the EG particles may be in a nanocrystallite structure that develops in mechanical alloying. These mechanically alloyed particles containing nanosized crystallites should have good sintering activity.

After hot-pressing, the phase composition was determined by XRD. Figure 2 shows that the pure 20CrMnTi and the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi dense samples are mainly composed of ferrite (α-Fe) and cementite with a solid solution of Cr, Mn, and Ti elements (M3C, M = Fe, Cr, Mn, and Ti). However, the peak intensities of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi are stronger than those of pure 20CrMnTi, indicating that most of the added EG particles reacted with Fe to form cementite M3C with a solid solution of alloying elements.

Mechanical property tests showed that both tensile strength and Vickers hardness increase with increasing EG content, and then they decrease as the EG content reaches up to 2 wt% (Figure 3). Tensile strength increases from 531 MPa to 1088 MPa as EG content increases from 0 to 1 wt% (Figure 3a). The highest Vickers hardness value of 4.7 GPa is also achieved as the EG content increased to 1 wt% (Figure 3b). The tensile strength and Vickers hardness of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi increased by 105% and 28%, respectively, compared with pure dense 20CrMnTi (viz. 531 MPa and 3.68 GPa). Compared with the commercial 20CrMnTi material without any heat-treatment, 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi is also attractive with respect to mechanical properties. The tensile strength of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi is comparable to that of commercial 20CrMnTi materials, i.e., 1088 MPa versus 1080 MPa; but its hardness is over twice that of the latter, i.e., 4.7 GPa versus 2.2 GPa. The above results demonstrate that the addition of 1 wt% EG effectively improves the mechanical properties of the 20CrMnTi material.
According to the contents of EG (0.3 wt%, 1 wt%, and 2 wt%) in the mixtures, 30 MPa for 30 min in Ar to avoid the loss of liquid and to further densify the modified expanded graphite (EG) has a typical loose and porous network structure with graphite thin flakes interlacing with each other (Figure 1b). After ball milling the 1 wt.%EG-20CrMnTi mixture for 2 h, the spherical shape of metal powders transformed into a flake shape up to 10 h, the morphology of particles experienced shape changes from being a flake to being spheroidal in shape. These aggregate particles are small and are less than 20 μm in size (Figure 1a), and the EG particles may be in a nanocrystallite structure that develops in mechanical alloying. These mechanically alloyed particles containing nanosized crystallites should have good sintering activity. The phase composition of the prepared materials was identified by a D/Max 2200 PC X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Rigaku Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) that applied monochromatic Cu Kα radiation. The polished surface of samples before test and the fractured surface after tensile test were observed with a ZEISS EVO 18 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss SMT, Dresden, Germany) equipped with an energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS, X-Max50, Bruker, Berlin, Germany). The accelerating voltage for the EDS measurement was 20 kV.

Figure 1. SEM images of starting powders of (a) 20CrMnTi and (b) expanded graphite, and the mixture of 1 wt%EG and 20CrMnTi after ball milling for (c) 2 h and (d) 10 h; (e) EDS mapping of the 10 h milled powder.
versus 2.2 GPa. The above results demonstrate that the addition of 1 wt% EG effectively improves the mechanical properties of the 20CrMnTi material.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of (a) pure 20CrMnTi and (b) 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi.

Figure 3. (a) Tensile strength and (b) Vickers hardness as a function of expanded graphite content.

4. Discussions

It is well known that microstructure determines mechanical properties. To clearly elucidate the mechanism for improved mechanical properties, the fracture surfaces of the prepared materials were observed with SEM. Figure 4 presents the representative fracture morphologies of the as-prepared materials. As shown in Figure 4a, the fracture surface of the pure 20CrMnTi contains numerous spherical dimples, indicating a ductile fracture mode that is mainly from the contribution of $\alpha$-Fe. The pure 20CrMnTi material mainly contains $\alpha$-Fe and $M_3C$ carbides less than 1 $\mu$m in size that are distributed in the matrix. However, the microstructure of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi comprises
large proeutectoid cementite (PC) particles and pearlite colonies (Figure 4b). The pearlite eutectoid microstructure consists of alternating layers of α-Fe and cementite (M\textsubscript{3}C). It can be found that the layers within each colony are oriented in essentially the same direction, which varies from one colony to another. The size of pearlite colonies is less than 8 \(\mu\)m. The α-Fe and cementite layers are about 70 nm and 140 nm in thickness, respectively, in the eutectoid microstructure (Figure 4c). In addition, the proeutectoid cementite particles are also small, and some elongated particles are less than 15 \(\mu\)m in length. The fracture surface of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi demonstrates a mixed fracture mechanism including brittle fracture and ductile fracture. The relatively large proeutectoid cementite particles exhibit a transgranular fracture with a cleavage pattern (Figure 4b). An enlarged micrograph shown in Figure 4c clearly presents tearing edges and dimples in the fracture surface, indicating ductile fracture. The lamellar pearlite structure impedes dislocation movement and, thus, is stronger than ferrite. This is the reason why the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi is stronger and harder than pure 20CrMnTi. Figure 4d shows the fracture surface of the 2%EG-modified 20CrMnTi, with a brittle fracture mode. Some cementite particles developed into large sizes that were less than 60 \(\mu\)m. The amount of the pearlite eutectoid microstructure greatly decreased. Such eutectoid microstructures can be found among the cementite particles denoted in the Figure 4d. The increase in the amount and size of cementite in the 2%EG-modified 20CrMnTi is detrimental to its mechanical properties, causing remarkable decreases in tensile strength and hardness, as shown in Figure 3a,b.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Morphologies of the fracture surfaces of (a) pure 20CrMnTi material and (b,c) 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi material; (c) is an enlarged SEM micrograph taken from (b,d) 2%EG-modified 20CrMnTi material.
In the modified microstructure of 20CrMnTi material, both a fine pearlite lamellar structure and fine cementite particles play a predominant role in the improvement of hardness and tensile strength. Our previous study also demonstrated that a fine and homogeneous microstructure containing both small TiC\(_x\) and M\(_7\)C\(_3\) particles endows high Cr white iron with greatly enhanced mechanical properties and wear resistance [20]. If the size of cementite particles increased, tensile strength decreased correspondingly, as shown in Figure 3a. Previously reported results also demonstrated that 20CrMnTi material annealed under an optimized condition with a fine pearlite structure but coarse cementite shows a yield strength of 328 MPa that is lower than 495 MPa for the initial material [21].

5. Conclusions

Mechanical alloying technique was used to obtain a fine milled mixture with a homogeneous dispersion of EG particles in 20CrMnTi. Finely milled powder was obtained after ball milling for 10 h with a ball-to-powder ratio of 20:1. Dense and modified 20CrMnTi materials were obtained by pressureless-sintering at 1250 °C for 10 min and then hot-pressing at 1150 °C under 30 MPa for 30 min in Ar. The influence of EG content on the mechanical properties of the modified 20CrMnTi materials was investigated. The 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi material had the highest tensile strength of 1088 MPa and a Vickers hardness of 4.7 GPa. The tensile strength of the 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi was improved remarkably, over twice that of the pure 20CrMnTi material. Its hardness also increased by 28% compared with pure 20CrMnTi. The enhanced mechanical properties of 1%EG-modified 20CrMnTi should be ascribed to the contribution of the fine pearlite microstructure and small proeutectoid cementite. Future studies will be performed on the wear resistances of 20CrMnTi and its modified counterparts.
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